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 Introduction:  The Dawn mission has completed 

its Survey and High-Altitude Mapping Orbit (HAMO) 

phases at Vesta, and is currently taking data in its Low-

Altitude Mapping Orbit (LAMO). Data from the Dawn 

Visible InfraRed Mapping Spectrometer -VIR (1) cha-

racterize and map the mineral distribution on Vesta, 

strengthen the Vesta – HED linkage and provide new 

insights into Vesta’s formation and evolution. 

VIR acquired data during Approach, Survey, HA-

MO, and LAMO orbits that provided very good cover-

age of the surface. Data of high quality, from 0.2 to 5 

µm, have been acquired in 864 spectral channels. The 

coverage obtained allows a near global study of Ves-

ta’s surface mineralogy at different spatial resolutions. 

 Vesta global mineralogy: Dawn VIR spectra are 

characterized by pyroxene absorptions near 0.9 and 2.0 

µm. Thermal emission dominates Vesta's spectrum 

beyond 3.5 µm (2,3).  Although almost all of the sur-

face materials exhibit howardite-like spectra, some 

large units can be interpreted to be material richer in 

diogenite (based on pyroxenes band centers) and some 

others like eucrite-rich howardite units (4).  

In particular, these data have provided unprece-

dented views of the south polar impact structure, Rhea-

silvia, and provide clues to the compositional diversity 

of Vesta's surface and the role that large impacts have 

played in excavating materials from deeper in its crust. 

The Rheasilvia basin has its own spectral characteris-

tics: deeper and wider bands, average band centers at 

shorter wavelengths. These spectral behaviors indicate 

the presence of Mg-pyroxene-rich (diogenite-rich) ter-

rains in Rheasilvia. By contrast, on average, the equa-

torial areas have shallower band depths and band cen-

ters at slightly longer wavelengths. VIR spectra indi-

cate the presence of diogenite-rich material within and 

surrounding Rheasilvia, although the distribution is not 

symmetric (4,2). 

Vesta local mineralogy: Vesta' s surface shows 

considerable diversity at local scales, in terms of spec-

tral reflectance and emission, band depths, centers and 

spectral slopes. Many bright and dark areas were iden-

tified on Vesta from VIR and FC (5,6,7,8). These areas 

are associated with various geological features and 

show remarkably different forms. Dark areas are spec-

trally characterized by bands near 1 and 2 µm that are 

shallower with respect the surrounding terrains, while 

the bright materials appear to have high reflectance and 

are associated with deep pyroxenes bands (8). Bright 

areas appear to be dark at thermal wavelengths near 5-

µm, confirming that their brightness is dominated by 

high albedo rather than topography. The deeper ab-

sorption could be consistent with differences in both 

grain size and degree of space weathering. The spectral 

differences of the dark materials are subtle and suggest 

a composition similar to the Vestan average surface, 

with a small amount of a moderately darkening agent. 

 Vesta presents complex geology/topography (9) 

and the mineral distribution is often correlated with 

geological and topographical structures.  Some ejecta 

from large craters have distinct spectral behaviors, as 

well as some materials exposed in the craters showing 

distinct spectra on floors and rims. VIR reveals the 

mineralogical variation of Vesta’s crustal stratigraphy 

on local and global scales. 

     Conclusions:  The hypothesis that Vesta is the 

HED parent body is consistent with the geologic and 

spectral context for pyroxene distribution provided by 

VIR . The overall stratigraphy of different lithologies 

on Vesta could indicate the presence of a lower crust 

rich in diogenite (or diogenite in subsurface plutons) 

and of basaltic eucrites in the upper crust, in accord 

with inferences made from meteorite studies [10]. The 

composition distribution indicates that Vesta is a small 

body that underwent to a very complex evolution dif-

ferent from the other asteroids visited so far. 
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